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BOYS 14 & UNDER
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Final Round

VESKA, CZECH REPUBLIC

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION: Czech Tennis Association
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Katerina Kramperova, International Secretary
TEL: 00 420 778 777 922
EMAIL: katerina.kramperova@cztenis.cz

CLUB: Sportovní klub Véska o.s.
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Michal Slavík
ADDRESS: Véska 6, Dolany - Véska
TEL: 00 420 722 979 377
EMAIL: slavik@skveska.cz

REFEREE: Martin Chumchal
TEL: +420 603 978 439
EMAIL: m.chumchal@post.cz

COURT SURFACE: Carpet
NUMBER OF COURTS: 2
BALLS: HEAD

OFFICIAL HOTEL: Hotel S-PORT
ADDRESS: Véska 91, Dolany - Véska
TEL: 00 420 585 110 011

NEAREST AIRPORT: Ostrava – Leoš Janáček Airport (82km)
NEAREST STATION: Olomouc – Main Station (12km)

TRANSPORTATION AIRPORT-HOTEL-AIRPORT: No - Should you need assistance please get in contact with the tournament director
TRANSPORTATION STATION-HOTEL-STATION: Yes (on slavik@skveska.cz)
TRANSPORTATION HOTEL-CLUB-HOTEL: Walking distance

DAY AND TIME OF CAPTAINS MEETING: Wednesday, 19th February at 18:00 hours
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ZETRUD-LUMAY, BELGIUM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION: Royal Belgian Tennis Federation
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Cécile Parent
TEL: +32 81 55 41 74 FAX: +32 81 55 41 79
EMAIL: cecile.parent@affnet.be

CLUB: TC La Cure
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Alfonso Gonzalez
ADDRESS: Drève 4 – 1370 Zetrud-Lumay, Belgium
TEL: +32 483 49 61 60
EMAIL: alfonso.gonzalez@batd.eu

REFEREE: Olivier Buchet
TEL: +32 475 202764
EMAIL: olivier.buchet@batd.eu

COURT SURFACE: Carpet
NUMBER OF COURTS: 4 courts indoor
BALLS: HEAD

OFFICIAL HOTEL: Ibis Hotel Heverlee
ADDRESS: Sint-jansbergsesteadweg 405 BE – 3001 Heverlee
TEL: +32(0) 16 30 95 59 FAX: +32(0) 16 23 08 50

NEAREST AIRPORT: Zaventem International Airport
NEAREST STATION: Leuven
TRANSPORTATION AIRPORT-HOTEL-AIRPORT: Yes
TRANSPORTATION STATION-HOTEL-STATION: Yes
TRANSPORTATION CLUB-HOTEL-CLUB: Yes
DAY AND TIME OF CAPTAINS MEETING: Thursday, 6th February at 17.00 hours
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NIEDERZIER / HUCHEM-STAMMELN, GERMANY

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION: German Tennis Federation
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Mirco Westphal
TEL: +49 40 41178 226
EMAIL:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION: German Tennis Federation
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Mirco Westphal
TEL: +49 40 41178 226
EMAIL: mirco.westphal@tennis.de

CLUB: Tennishalle Rurbenden
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Björn Kröner
ADDRESS: Tennishalle Rurbenden, Rurbenden 8,
52382 Niederzier/ Huchem-Stammeln
TEL: +49 151 22386541
EMAIL: info@tennisjuniorcup.com

REFEREE: Thorsten Thiele
TEL: +49 172 9037265
EMAIL: thorstenthiele@arcor.de

COURT SURFACE: Carpet
On these courts, you can only play with clean carpet shoes without profile sole.

NUMBER OF COURTS: 4
BALLS: HEAD

OFFICIAL HOTEL: Hotel Marliweiler Hof
ADDRESS: An Gut Nazareth 45, 52353 Düren
TEL: +49 2421 912920
EMAIL: info@tennisjuniorcup.com

NEAREST AIRPORT: Cologne, Bonn and Düsseldorf
NEAREST STATION: Düren Main Station
TRANSPORTATION AIRPORT-HOTEL-AIRPORT: No - Should you need assistance please get in contact with the tournament director
TRANSPORTATION STATION-HOTEL-STATION: Yes
TRANSPORTATION HOTEL-CLUB-HOTEL: Yes
DAY AND TIME OF CAPTAINS MEETING: Thursday, 6th February at 18.00 hours
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BARI, ITALY

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION: Italian Tennis Federation
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Mauricio Rosciano
TEL: +390698372201  FAX: +390698372231
EMAIL: tornei@federtennis.it

CLUB: New Country Tennis Academy
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Virginio Giovanni Dell’Edera
ADDRESS: Strada Santa Caterina, 18/G – 70122 Bari
TEL: +390805061416  FAX: +390805061416
EMAIL: newcountryacademy@libero.it

REFEREE: Riccardo De Biase
TEL: +39 3494107259
EMAIL: rdebiase@gmail.com

COURT SURFACE: Hard
NUMBER OF COURTS: 3
BALLS: HEAD

OFFICIAL HOTEL: Hotel & Residence Federiciano
ADDRESS: Via Giovanni Laterza, 28 – 70010 Valenzano (Bari)
TEL: +390804602185

NEAREST AIRPORT: Bari
NEAREST STATION: Bari
TRANSPORTATION AIRPORT-HOTEL-AIRPORT: No - Should you need assistance please get in contact with the tournament director
TRANSPORTATION STATION-HOTEL-STATION: No - Should you need assistance please get in contact with the tournament director
TRANSPORTATION HOTEL-CLUB-HOTEL: Yes
DAY AND TIME OF CAPTAINS MEETING: Thursday, 6th February at 18.00 hours
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KAZAN, RUSSIA

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION: Russian Tennis Federation
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Alena Derepasko
TEL: +7(495) 795 09 50
EMAIL: www.tennis-russia.ru

CLUB: Kazan Tennis Academy
RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Alexander Ibragimov
ADDRESS: Orenburgskiy trakt 101
TEL: +7 (843) 221 24 68
EMAIL: ibragimov.alejandro@gmail.com

REFEREE: Borshchev Kirill
TEL: +79052324609
EMAIL: kirill-ll@yandex.ru

COURT SURFACE: Hard
NUMBER OF COURTS: 6
BALLS: HEAD

OFFICIAL HOTEL: Derevnya Universiada
ADDRESS: ul. Derevnya Universiada
TEL: TBA

NEAREST AIRPORT: Kazan International Airport
NEAREST STATION: Kazan Railway Station
TRANSPORTATION AIRPORT-HOTEL-AIRPORT: Yes
TRANSPORTATION STATION-HOTEL-STATION: Yes
TRANSPORTATION CLUB-HOTEL-CLUB: Walking distance
DAY AND TIME OF CAPTAINS MEETING: Thursday, 6th February at 18:00 hours